KWIK CORNER WELDED WIRE REINFORCEMENT

RIGHT ANGLE KWIK CORNER
Kwik Corner has a welded wire right-angle assembly, with 2-1/2" standard legs that provides for a truer, stronger exterior corner. It comes in 8', 9' and 10' lengths, and is also available in double wire. 40 pieces per carton, 24 cartons per pallet.

BULLNOSE KWIK ROUND
With a 7/16" or 7/8" radius "nose" and 2-1/2" legs, Kwik Round is ideal for achieving smooth, round corners. It comes in 10' lengths and is also available in double wire. 40 pieces per carton, 24 cartons per pallet.

SHORT FLANGE/KWIK FLANGE
Kwik Flange was made for use in interior or exterior doors where a step is used, and is designed with a standard 2-1/2" leg on one side, and a short 1-1/2" flange on the stop side, for easy fit and forming. It comes in 10' lengths and is available for right angles or round (bullnose) corners. 40 pieces per carton, 24 cartons per pallet.

PLASTIC NOSE KWIK CORNER
Plastic Nose Corner features a high-impact, non-rusting plastic nose. It is ideal for high humidity or coastal climates and has standard 2-1/2" legs. It comes in 10' lengths. 25 pieces per carton, 24 cartons per pallet. Meets Federal Specification QQ-W-461g.

KWIK ARCH
Kwik Arch is designed where one 2-1/2" leg is welded, the other is "free". Kwik Arch is easily shaped to most symmetrical arches and curved forms. It reduces cracking in plaster, and is available for right-angle and round (bullnose) arches. It comes in 8' and 10' lengths. 40 pieces per carton, 24 cartons per pallet.

ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
COMPLIES WITH IAPMO ER O341
MEETS ASTM STANDARDS FOR STUCCO APPLICATION
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